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Looking down the row…

The predicted 1-4 degree 

average global temperature 

increase will not itself be the 

problem…
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Extremes will be the norm: 

Fiercer storms
Harsher droughts

More killing 

frosts

More floods

Fewer chilling hours

Changing lengths of season Peak heat 

events

Uncertainty will be the rule 
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And perennial crops are different…

• Long-lived; not easy 

to change

• Establishment is 

costly

• Often have very 

high cosmetic 

standards

• Low tolerance for 

pest damage

• High economic 

value/high 

economic risk

• Chilling requirement

• Greater water 

usage

• There through the 

seasons

• Labor through the 

seasons

• Can’t move 

“planting date”

• Frost danger

• Weed control 

complicated

• Virtually no 

rotation options

• Long wait before 

financial returns

• Early decisions 

have long-term 

consequences 
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Increased frost risk to spring bloomers
1. Warmer overall winter temperatures = earlier spring flowering

2. BUT frost dates remain roughly the same

3. Resulting in increased frost damage to flowering fruit and nut trees
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Chilling hours?

Predicted to be troublesome in 

California…and the Southeast.

In some California cherry growing 

districts, growers are pulling trees 

as they experience greater than 

50% crop losses because of 

inadequate chilling hours.

Here?  Probably not, but…
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HEAT!
Means greater pressure from 

• Diseases

• Insects

• Weeds

(New England orchardists 

using 33% more fungicides & 

insecticides in last five years.)
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Any event or condition that damages 
or stresses fruit or plant tissues can 
lead to other problems!

• Drought = borers

• Hail = fruit rots, bark ruptures

• Freeze = bacterial canker

• Blowing wind & rain = fire blight

• Extreme heat = fruit breakdown

• Excessive & extended humidity = mildew, rot, spot, 
curl, blotch, scab, blight, crud, muck, yuck, and 
blech!   
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…and Drought

(Caught without a plan led to desperate measures)
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Building Resilience in Uncertain Times
Four major categories:

1.Diversification

2.Water stewardship

3.Soil building

4.Technology, 

information, policy
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1. Diversification
A time-honored strategy for distributing risk
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Water Stewardship

Iikllmipiir
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3. Invest in your soil!
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4. Technology, Information, Policy
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4. Technology, Information, Policy (cont.)
• Frost management with high tunnels

• Participate in linked weather-prediction systems

• Participate in climate-related agri-research

• Adopt most efficient technologies (esp. irrigation)

• Attend meetings like this!  Seek and share info 
online

• Encourage researchers (and their funders) to study 
appropriate responses to climate change

• Support funding for agri research & climate change

• Demand that your political representatives address 
climate change issues



Permaculture IS the Model

“We can build local resilience no 

matter where we live….”  

--Holmgren, 2009

“There is a desperate need to 

recast energy descent as a positive 

process that can free people from 

the strictures and dysfunctions of 

growth economics and consumer 

culture.”  --Holmgren, 2009

“There is no longer time to waste 

nor any need to accumulate more 

evidence of disasters; the time for 

action is here.  I deeply believe 

that people are the only critical 

resource needed by people.”  --

Mollison, 1988
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Conclusion

“If any group of farmers is to make it through the eye of the needle known 

as climate change, it will be the opportunistic, dynamic and resilient ones 

that invest in low-input, high diversity farming systems that offer value-

added crops to nearby urban populations.”  Gary Nabhan, 2014, Growing 

Food in a Hotter Drier Land




